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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a control sys-
tem and method of controlling a driveline and particularly,
but not exclusively, to a controller and a method for con-
trolling a vehicle driveline or a driveline component such
as a transmission. Aspects of the invention relate to a
controller, to a transmission, to a vehicle and to a method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] It is known to provide a motor vehicle having a
four wheel drive mode of operation in which motive power
is supplied to each of two pairs of wheels of the vehicle.
Each pair of wheels may be considered to form part of
an axle, the vehicle having a front axle and a rear axle.
Motive power is supplied to the wheels by means of a
driveline.
[0003] Some known vehicles are arranged such that
motive power is permanently supplied to both axles.
Some other vehicles are arranged such that motive pow-
er is selectively supplied to either only one axle or to both
axles. A driver operable selector may be provided to allow
the driver to select two wheel (single axle) and four wheel
(two axle) operation.
[0004] Some driveline systems require the vehicle to
be stationary when transitioning between two and four
wheel drive modes. Such systems may be referred to as
static disconnect/reconnect systems.
[0005] GB2407804 discloses a dynamic driveline re-
connect arrangement in which reconnection of the
wheels of one axle to the driveline following disconnec-
tion of the wheels of that axle may be undertaken when
the vehicle is moving. Such a system may be referred to
as a dynamic driveline reconnect system. The system
disclosed in GB2407804 employs clutch arrangements
to enable dynamic driveline reconnection.
[0006] In some known dynamic driveline reconnect
systems the vehicle is operable automatically to discon-
nect the driveline from two of the wheels when a pre-
scribed condition is met so that the vehicle operates in a
two wheel drive mode. The system automatically recon-
nects the driveline to enable four wheel drive operation
when the prescribed condition is not met. It is an aim of
embodiments of the present invention to at least partially
mitigate the disadvantages of known dynamic driveline
systems.
[0007] In GB2488243, an all terrain motor vehicle com-
prises an engine connectable to front wheels by a clutch,
a gearbox and a pair for drive shafts and to rear wheels
via an auxiliary driveline comprising a power transfer unit
with power transfer clutch coupling a main drive shaft to
the gearbox. A controller controls the driveline to transi-
tion between two wheel drive mode and four wheel drive
mode according to at least one vehicle operating param-
eter, e.g. temperature, whereby the mode is switched at

a first threshold value but is not switched back until a
second, different threshold value is reached.
[0008] In EP1627763, a control method for a four-
wheel drive vehicle includes the steps of detecting a brak-
ing operation, detecting an accelerator opening or throttle
opening greater than or equal to a predetermined value,
and regarding the operational condition of the vehicle as
the absence of a braking signal in the case that the ac-
celerator opening or throttle opening greater than the pre-
determined value is detected simultaneously with the de-
tection of the braking operation.

STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The invention is defined in the independent
claims.
[0010] In an aspect there is provided a control system
configured to control a driveline of a motor vehicle to op-
erate in a selected one of a plurality of configurations.
The system may be configured to receive a signal indic-
ative of an amount of brake force demanded of a braking
system. The system may be configured to cause the
driveline to operate in a configuration selected in depend-
ence at least in part on the signal indicative of the amount
of brake force demanded of the braking system.
[0011] In a further aspect there is provided a control
system configured to control a driveline of a motor vehicle
to operate in a selected one of a plurality of configura-
tions. The system may be configured to receive a brake
signal responsive to the application of a braking system,
the brake signal being indicative of the amount of brake
force demanded of the braking system. The system may
be configured to cause the driveline to operate in a con-
figuration selected in dependence at least in part on the
brake signal.
[0012] This feature has the advantage that the driveline
may be placed in a configuration that is advantageous
for vehicle operation according to at least one metric. For
example the configuration may be advantageous for im-
proved vehicle performance whilst braking in some em-
bodiments.
[0013] In an aspect there is provided a control system
configured to control a driveline of a motor vehicle to op-
erate in a selected one of a plurality of configurations.
The system may be configured to receive a brake signal
responsive to the application of a braking system. The
system may be configured to cause the driveline to op-
erate in a first configuration and not a second configura-
tion in dependence at least in part on the brake signal.
In the first configuration a first group of one or more
wheels and in addition a second group of one or more
wheels may be arranged to be driven by the driveline and
in the second configuration the first group of one or more
wheels and not the second group may be arranged to be
driven by the driveline.
[0014] The vehicle may have a driveline arranged to
drive two groups each of two wheels, the first configura-
tion corresponding to a four wheel drive mode of opera-
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tion and the second configuration corresponding to a two
wheel drive mode of operation.
[0015] This feature has the advantage that the driveline
may cause the second group of one or more wheels to
provide increased brake force in certain situations, for
example where a driver has released an accelerator ped-
al of a vehicle and has depressed a brake pedal in order
to reduce vehicle speed. The control system may for ex-
ample cause the driveline to provide driveline braking
such as engine braking or braking by means of an electric
machine coupled to the driveline. In some embodiments,
regenerative braking may be employed whereby wheels
connected to the driveline cause one or more electric
machines coupled to the driveline to generate electrical
current for storage in a charge storage device such as a
battery or capacitive storage device.
[0016] It is to be understood that, when the driveline is
operated in the second configuration, driveline braking
of the one or more wheels of the second group cannot
take place. Accordingly, an alternative braking system,
if available, must be used to cause said one or more
wheels to deliver brake force. Typically, a friction-based
foundation braking system is available to brake the
wheels of the first and second groups. However, the total
amount of brake force available to brake the wheels may
be enhanced, and/or the amount of brake force required
of the foundation braking system reduced, by coupling
the second group of one or more wheels to the driveline
in addition to the first group such that the second group
of one or more wheels may experience driveline braking
in addition to the first group.
[0017] In some vehicles, a front to rear brake force split
of 70:30 or 60:40 in favour of the front wheels is typically
employed. This phenomenon may be referred to as front
brake bias. It is to be understood that, in some embodi-
ments, if the driveline is in the second configuration and
a driver initiates braking, for example by depressing a
brake pedal, the control system may cause the driveline
to assume the first configuration and cause an electric
machine coupled to the driveline to be operated as a
generator to develop electrical charge and thereby apply
negative torque to the driveline whilst the vehicle is mov-
ing, thereby enabling brake force to be generated by
wheels of the vehicle that are coupled to the driveline.
The amount of braking that a friction braking system
would be required to develop in order to provide sufficient
brake force in a given situation may therefore be reduced
by causing the driveline to assume the first configuration
and initiating driveline braking, generating useful electri-
cal charge that may be stored.
[0018] Advantageously, the brake signal may be indic-
ative of at least one selected from amongst an amount
of pressure applied to a brake control by a driver, and a
position of a driver actuated brake control.
[0019] It is to be understood that the brake signal may
be generated in response to actual actuation of a brake
control by a driver. Alternatively the brake signal may be
generated by a speed control system such as a highway

cruise control system, being referred to as a virtual brake
signal since it is not generated in response to user actu-
ation of a brake control but is equivalent to user actuation
of a brake control such as depression of a brake pedal.
It is to be understood that ’adaptive’ or ’active’ cruise
control systems may be configured to cause actuation of
a braking system in order
[0020] The control system may be configured to cause
the driveline to operate in the first configuration if the
brake signal is indicative that the amount of pressure
applied to the brake control exceeds a predetermined
pressure amount or the position of the brake control in-
dicates the amount of travel of the brake control with re-
spect to an allowable range of travel exceeds a prede-
termined travel amount.
[0021] It is to be understood that, in the case that the
brake signal is generated by a speed control or other
system the control system may be configured to cause
the driveline to operate in the first configuration if the
brake signal is indicative of a virtual amount of pressure
applied to the brake control that exceeds a predeter-
mined amount or that a virtual position of the brake control
exceeds a predetermined amount of travel with respect
to an allowable range of travel.
[0022] Optionally, the brake control signal is indicative
at least in part of an amount of brake force demanded of
a braking system.
[0023] Optionally, the control system is configured to
cause the driveline to operate in the first configuration if
the brake signal indicates the amount of demanded brake
force exceeds a predetermined amount of demanded
brake force.
[0024] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on an amount of longitudinal acceleration ex-
perienced by the vehicle.
[0025] The predetermined amount of demanded brake
force may be determined in dependence at least in part
on the average amount of longitudinal acceleration ex-
perienced over a predetermined period of time in some
embodiments. Alternatively the predetermined amount
of demanded brake force may be determined in depend-
ence at least in part on an instant amount of longitudinal
acceleration, i.e. the prevailing amount of longitudinal ac-
celeration at a given moment in time.
[0026] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on an inclination of a driving surface.
[0027] In some embodiments the predetermined
amount of demanded brake force may be higher when a
vehicle is travelling uphill, or on substantially level terrain,
compared with when a vehicle is travelling downhill. The
predetermined amount of demanded brake force may be
higher when a vehicle is travelling uphill, or on substan-
tially level terrain, compared with that when a vehicle is
travelling downhill, where the second group of one or
more wheels are leading wheels. This is at least in part
because when a vehicle is travelling downhill a distribu-
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tion of weight on wheels of a vehicle tends to shift in
favour of increased weight on the leading wheels, which
are located downhill of the trailing wheels. Accordingly it
is desirable to increase the amount of driveline braking
of the wheels in order to reduce the amount of friction
braking that the braking system is required to provide.
[0028] It is to be understood that, in some vehicles, a
friction braking system may be biased to provide in-
creased brake force to front wheels of a vehicle compared
with rear wheels because a forward weight shift typically
occurs when a vehicle is braking, regardless of the incli-
nation of the driving surface. It may be particularly useful
to assume the first configuration of the driveline in vehi-
cles in which the second group of wheels correspond to
leading wheels so that increased powertrain (or driveline)
braking may be enjoyed during braking.
[0029] The predetermined amount of demanded brake
force may be arranged to decrease as a function of in-
creasing downhill gradient and/or increase as a function
of increasing uphill gradient.
[0030] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is arranged to increase as a function
of increasing downhill gradient and/or decrease as a
function of increasing uphill gradient.
[0031] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on a parameter indicative of a coefficient of
surface friction between one or more wheels and a driving
surface.
[0032] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is arranged to be increase as a func-
tion of increasing value of coefficient of surface friction.
[0033] Thus, the predetermined amount of demanded
brake force causing a transition to the first configuration
may be arranged to be lower for lower values of coeffi-
cient of surface friction and higher for higher values there-
of.
[0034] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on a signal indicative of a selected driving
mode in which the vehicle is operating, the driving mode
being selected from a plurality of driving modes.
[0035] Optionally, the predetermined amount of de-
manded brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on a parameter indicative of a state of charge
of an electrical energy storage device, the storage device
being arranged to be recharged by a recharging system,
wherein the recharging system is arranged to be driven
by the driveline to provide a regenerative braking func-
tion.
[0036] Thus it is to be understood that, in some em-
bodiments, when the driveline is in the first configuration
braking of both the first and second groups of one or
more wheels may be caused by the recharging system
being coupled to the driveline whilst when in the second
configuration braking of the first group of one or more
wheels only may be caused by the recharging system.
The recharging system may for example comprise one

or more electric machines operated as generators. The
one or more electric machines may be arranged to be
coupled substantially directly to an engine of the vehicle,
and may include a crankshaft-integrated motor generator
(CIMG).
[0037] The energy storage device may comprise one
or more of a battery, a fuel cell, and a hydrogen fuel cell.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying figures in which:

FIGURE 1 is a schematic illustration of a vehicle ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIGURE 2 is a schematic illustration of a vehicle ac-
cording to a further embodiment of the present in-
vention;

FIGURE 3 is a schematic illustration of (a) a vehicle
according to a still further embodiment of the present
invention and (b) an enlarged view of a portion of the
vehicle shown in (a); and

FIGURE 4 is a schematic illustration of (a) a vehicle
according to an embodiment of the present invention
and (b) an enlarged view of a portion of the vehicle
shown in (a).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0039] A driveline 5 of a motor vehicle 1 according to
an embodiment of the present invention is illustrated
schematically in FIG. 1. The driveline 5 is connected to
two prime mover devices by means of a gear box 18.
The two prime mover means are a crankshaft-integrated
motor generator (CIMG) 16 and an internal combustion
engine 11. The internal combustion engine 11 is coupled
to the CIMG 16 by means of a clutch device 17. The
CIMG 16 is in turn coupled to an input shaft of the gearbox
18 substantially permanently although in some embodi-
ments the CIMG 16 may be coupled to the gearbox 18
by means of a clutch device. An output shaft of the gear-
box 18 is coupled to the driveline 5.
[0040] The driveline 5 has a pair of front wheels 12,
13, an auxiliary portion 10 and a pair of rear wheels 14, 15.
[0041] The driveline 5 is arranged selectively to trans-
mit power supplied to it by the gearbox 18 from the inter-
nal combustion engine 11 and/or CIMG 16 to the front
wheels 12, 13 only (in a two wheel drive mode of oper-
ation) or to the front wheels 12, 13 and the rear wheels
14, 15 simultaneously (in a four wheel drive mode of op-
eration).
[0042] Power is transmitted from the internal combus-
tion engine 11 and/or CIMG 16 to the front wheels 12,
13 by means of a clutch 17, a gearbox 18 and a pair of
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front drive shafts 19.
[0043] Power is transmitted to the rear wheels 14, 15
by means of the auxiliary portion 10 of the driveline 5.
The auxiliary portion 10 has a power transfer unit (PTU)
24 having a power transfer clutch (PTC) 22 operable to
connect a main drive shaft or prop shaft 23 of the auxiliary
portion 10 to the gearbox 18. The prop shaft 23 is coupled
in turn to a rear drive unit (RDU) 30 operable to couple
the prop shaft 23 to rear drive shafts 26.
[0044] The RDU 30 has a pair of clutches 27 having
input portions driven by a spool shaft 30S. The spool
shaft 30S is driven by a crown gear 30C which is in turn
driven by a bevel gear 30B driven by the prop shaft 23.
The clutches 27 enable the RDU 30 to connect the prop
shaft 23 to the rear drive shafts 26 when the four wheel
drive mode of operation is required.
[0045] The driveline 5 has a controller 40 arranged to
control operation of the PTU 24 and clutches 27. When
a four wheel drive mode of operation is required the con-
troller 40 is arranged to close the PTC 22 and to close
clutches 27 of the RDU 30. Since the driveline 5 forms
part of a powertrain, which includes the engine 11 and
gearbox 18, the controller 40 may in some embodiments
control the engine 11 and optionally the gearbox 18 in
addition to the driveline 5 and be referred to as a power-
train controller. The controller 40 may be arranged to
attempt to cause the engine 11 to develop a required
amount of torque and/or to rotate at a required speed in
some embodiments.
[0046] In the embodiment of FIG. 1 the PTC 22 and
RDU clutches 27 have respective actuators operable to
close the PTC 22 and respective clutches 27 at a selected
one of a plurality of different rates. This allows the tran-
sition from the two wheel drive mode of operation to the
four wheel drive mode of operation to be made at one of
a corresponding plurality of different rates. It is to be un-
derstood that, in the case of a friction clutch, as the clutch
is closed, a maximum amount of torque that the clutch
is able to transmit from an input to an output thereof in-
creases to a maximum transfer torque value associated
with the fully closed condition. In the case of a multi-plate
wet clutch the maximum amount of torque the clutch can
transmit may be responsive at least in part to an amount
of pressure applied to the plates of the clutch.
[0047] For the present purposes, a driveline 5 will be
considered to be in the four wheel drive mode or config-
uration if the (non-zero) pressure applied to the plates of
one or both of the clutches 27 exceeds a predetermined
value, being a value higher than the value when the drive-
line 5 is in the two wheel drive mode or configuration.
The predetermined value may be determined to be a val-
ue that will allow torque of up to a predetermined (non-
zero) torque value to be transmitted by a clutch 27.
[0048] It is to be understood that the rate at which the
respective actuators actuate the respective clutch ar-
rangements may affect a rate of wear of the clutches and
potentially one or more other components of the driveline
5. The rate of actuation may also impact the level of NVH

(noise, vibration and harshness) experienced by a driver
or passenger of a vehicle.
[0049] Recognising this, the present inventors have re-
alised that in some circumstances it is desirable to actu-
ate the clutches 27 of the RDU 30 and/or the PTC 22 at
a reduced rate in order to reduce a rate at which the rear
wheels 14, 15 and/or gearbox are connected to the prop
shaft 23. This can reduce a rate of wear of components
of the driveline 5 and reduce NVH associated with a tran-
sition from the first mode to the second mode.
[0050] The controller 40 of the driveline 5 is arranged
to control the auxiliary driveline 10 such that slower rates
of actuation of the PTC 22 and clutches 27 are employed
when a requirement to assume the four wheel drive mode
of operation of the driveline 5 is less urgent and higher
rates of actuation are employed when the requirement
to assume the four wheel drive mode is more urgent.
[0051] The vehicle 1 is provided with an antilock brak-
ing system (ABS) module 50 arranged to control a brake
of one or more wheels of the vehicle to reduce an amount
of braking action when required in order to prevent skid-
ding. The vehicle 1 also has a dynamic stability control
system (DSC) 60 arranged to control an amount of torque
delivered to one or more wheels of the vehicle to prevent
wheel slip.
[0052] Furthermore, the vehicle 1 has a traction control
system (TCS) 70 arranged to monitor wheels of the ve-
hicle 1 and to apply a brake to a wheel in the event that
it is determined that the wheel is rotating at a speed that
is higher than that required for substantially no wheel slip
to occur.
[0053] The vehicle has a vehicle control unit (VCU) 1C
that is configured to perform a number of vehicle control
functions. The VCU 1C receives input signals from a
number of vehicle sensors. The sensors (not shown) in-
clude sensors which provide continuous sensor outputs
to the VCU 1C, including wheel speed sensors, an am-
bient temperature sensor, an atmospheric pressure sen-
sor, tyre pressure sensors, yaw sensors to detect yaw,
roll and pitch of the vehicle, a vehicle speed sensor, a
longitudinal acceleration sensor, an engine torque sen-
sor (or engine torque estimator), a steering angle sensor,
a steering wheel speed sensor, a gradient sensor (or
gradient estimator), a lateral acceleration sensor (part of
a stability control system (SCS)), a brake pedal position
sensor, an acceleration pedal position sensor and longi-
tudinal, lateral, vertical motion sensors.
[0054] In some other embodiments, only a selection of
the aforementioned sensors may be used.
[0055] The vehicle 1 is also provided with a plurality of
sensors which provide discrete sensor outputs to the
VCU 1C, including a transfer box or PTU status signal
(indicating whether a gear ratio of the PTU 24 is set to a
HI range or a LO range), a TCS signal and a DSC signal.
It is to be understood that the TCS and DSC signals each
provide an indication as to whether the TCS or DSC sys-
tems 70, 60 are currently intervening to control applica-
tion of brake torque and/or powertrain torque to one or
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more wheels, as appropriate, to improve vehicle stability.
[0056] The vehicle 1 has a camera module 85 having
a forward facing video camera 85C that is configured to
provide a live video feed to the VCU 1C. One or more
rear facing cameras may be provided in some embodi-
ments. The vehicle 1 also has three forward radar trans-
mit/receive modules 87F and three rear radar transmit/re-
ceive modules 87R. The forward and rear modules 87F,
87R are configured to transmit radar waves and to detect
transmitted waves that are reflected by objects ahead of
and behind the vehicle 1, respectively. Signals generated
by the modules 87F, 87R are fed to a radar control module
87C via vehicle controller area network (CAN) bus 1CAN.
The radar control module 87C is configured to process
the signals received and provide an output to the VCU
1C indicative of the distance of detected objects from the
vehicle and their relative direction from the vehicle 1. It
is to be understood that other numbers of forward and/or
rear facing radar modules 87F, 87R may be employed
in some embodiments. In some embodiments only one
or more front facing modules 87F may be provided, or
one or more rear facing modules 87R.
[0057] The vehicle 1 also has a radio module 83 con-
figured to receive a live traffic data signal from a traffic
data service, and a live weather data signal from a weath-
er data service. The module 83 processes the data and
outputs the data to the VCU 1C. A location determining
system in the form of a global positioning system (GPS)
module 84 is also provided that is configured to determine
the geographical location of the vehicle 1 by reference
to GPS satellite signals. In some embodiments an alter-
native system for determining vehicle location may be
employed such as a general packet radio service (GPRS)
module. The VCU 1C is provided with navigation aid func-
tionality. The VCU 1C is configured to allow a user to
input an intended destination of the vehicle 1, in response
to which the VCU 1C is configured to calculate an opti-
mum route of travel to the intended destination and to
provide navigation instructions to the user to enable the
user to follow the optimum route.
[0058] The vehicle 1 has five subsystems that may be
caused by the VCU 1C to operate in one of a plurality of
different subsystem configuration modes in order to pro-
vide different vehicle performance characteristics such
that the vehicle may be operated in a predetermined one
of a plurality of different driving modes. Thus, the VCU
1C causes each of the plurality of vehicle subsystems
81a-d, 50 to operate in the subsystem configuration
mode appropriate to the selected driving mode. In the
present embodiment the subsystems 81a-d, 50 are an
engine management system 81a, a transmission control
system 81b, an electronic power assisted steering unit
81c (ePAS unit), ABS module 50 and a suspension con-
trol system 81d.
[0059] In the present embodiment, the VCU 1C is con-
figured to operate the subsystems according to the driv-
ing mode that has been selected either manually by a
user by means of a selector dial provided in a switchpack

67 accessible to the driver whilst driving, or automatically
by the VCU 1C in response at least in part to signals
received from various sensors on the vehicle 1. In the
automatic mode of driving mode selection, the VCU 1C
selects the driving mode according to the type of terrain
in which the vehicle 1 is operating as determined by ref-
erence at least in part to the signals received from the
sensors, as described in UK patent GB2492655 referred
to above.
[0060] The driving modes include a grass/gravel/snow
driving mode (GGS mode) that is suitable for when the
vehicle is travelling in grass, gravel or snow terrain, a
mud/ruts driving mode (MR mode) which is suitable for
when the vehicle is travelling in mud and ruts terrain, a
rock crawl/boulder mode (RB mode) which is suitable for
when the vehicle is travelling in rock or boulder terrain,
a sand mode which is suitable for when the vehicle is
travelling in sand terrain (or deep soft snow) and a special
programs OFF mode (SP OFF mode) which is a suitable
compromise mode, or general mode, for all terrain con-
ditions and especially vehicle travel on motorways and
regular roadways. The SP OFF mode may also be re-
ferred to as an ’on-road’ or ’on-highway’ driving mode.
Many other driving modes are also envisaged.
[0061] The different terrain types are grouped accord-
ing to the friction of the terrain and the roughness of the
terrain. For example, it is appropriate to group grass,
gravel and snow together as terrains that provide a low
friction, smooth surface and it is appropriate to group rock
and boulder terrains together as high friction, very high
roughness terrains.
[0062] The manner in which the VCU 1C is configured
to cause the subsystems 81a-d, 50 to operate in different
respective driving modes is described in more detail in
UK patent GB2492655 referred to above.
[0063] Although five subsystems 81a-d, 50 are illus-
trated as being under the control of the VCU 1C, in prac-
tice a greater number of vehicle subsystems 81a-d, 50
may be included on the vehicle 1 and may be under the
control of the VCU 1C. The VCU 1C includes a subsystem
control module which provides control signals to each of
the vehicle subsystems 81a-d, 50 to cause each subsys-
tem 81a-d, 50 to operate in the subsystem configuration
mode corresponding to the selected driving mode. Thus,
each subsystem 81a-d, 50 may be caused to operate in
a manner appropriate to the driving condition, such as
the terrain or driving surface, in which the vehicle 1 is
travelling (referred to as the terrain condition). The sub-
systems 81a-d, 50 also communicate with the subsys-
tems control module of the VCU 1C to feed back infor-
mation on subsystem status.
[0064] It is to be understood that in the present em-
bodiment the controller 40 is operable to control the drive-
line 5 to assume the four wheel drive mode in depend-
ence on the driving mode in which the VCU 1C is causing
the vehicle 1 to operate. In the present embodiment, the
controller 40 causes the driveline 5 to operate in the four
wheel drive mode when the VCU 1C is operating in a
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driving mode other than the on-highway driving mode.
When the VCU 1C is operating in the on-highway driving
mode the VCU 1C causes the controller 40 to cause the
driveline to operate in the two wheel drive or four wheel
drive mode according to an active driveline control strat-
egy.
[0065] In the present embodiment, when operating in
the on-highway driving mode the controller 40 is arranged
to cause the driveline 5 to operate in the two wheel drive
mode at speeds above a predetermined upper threshold
speed for four wheel drive operation, v_U4WD. In the
case that the driveline 5 is in the four wheel drive mode
and the speed exceeds v_U4WD, the controller 40 caus-
es the driveline 5 to assume the two wheel drive mode.
This feature has the advantage that the vehicle 1 will
typically consume less fuel, and may also emit a lower
amount of unwanted combustion products compared
with continued operation in the four wheel drive mode
above v_U4WD. In the present embodiment the value of
v_U4wd is set to a value of 35kph although other values
may be useful in some embodiments such as 30kph,
40kph or any other suitable value.
[0066] If the driveline 5 is in the two wheel drive mode
and the vehicle speed falls below a predetermined lower
threshold speed for four wheel drive operation, v_L4WD,
the controller 40 causes the driveline 5 to switch from the
two wheel drive mode to the four wheel drive mode. In
the present embodiment, v_L4WD is set to a value of
12kph although other values may be useful in some em-
bodiments such as 10kph, 15kph, 20kph, 25kph or any
other suitable value. It is to be understood that, since
v_L4WD < v_U4WD, hysteresis is present in respect of
the speeds at which transitions between the two and four
wheel drive modes occur. This feature has the advantage
that it reduces the risk of mode chattering which might
otherwise occur if v_L4WD were substantially equal to
v_U4WD and the vehicle speed was to oscillate between
speeds above and below v_L4WD in relatively rapid suc-
cession.
[0067] In the present embodiment, the engine man-
agement system 81a is configured to control the delivery
of drive torque to the driveline 5 by the engine 11 and
CIMG 16 according to a powertrain control strategy that
is intended to reduce the amount of carbon dioxide emit-
ted by the vehicle during a given drivecycle. The engine
management system 81a is operable to cause the CIMG
16 to operate as a motor and provide positive drive torque
to the driveline 5, or as a generator and provide negative
torque to the driveline 5, and in addition to switch the
engine 11 on and off, under the control of the VCU 1C.
The VCU 1C determines whether to operate the CIMG
16 as a motor or generator (or neither) and whether to
maintain the engine 11 in an on or off condition according
to the powertrain control strategy.
[0068] The vehicle 1 has a battery module 1B that in-
cludes an inverter that is electrically connected to the
CIMG 16 so as to supply power to drive the CIMG 16 as
a motor when required, and to receive charge generated

by the CIMG 16 when operated as a generator. Under
the powertrain control strategy, the VCU 1 determines
which of the following powertrain modes the vehicle
should operate in at a given moment:

(a) a parallel boost hybrid mode in which the CIMG
16 and engine 11 provide positive drive torque to the
driveline 5 in response to powertrain torque demand
substantially simultaneously;
(b) a parallel recharge hybrid mode in which the
CIMG 16 is driven as a generator whilst the engine
11 provides positive drive torque to the driveline 5 in
response to powertrain torque demand whereby the
battery module 1B may be recharged by the CIMG
16;
(c) an electric vehicle (EV) mode in which the engine
11 is switched off and the CIMG 16 alone provides
positive drive torque to the driveline 5 in response
to powertrain torque demand; and
(d) a hybrid inhibit mode in which the CIMG 16 is not
operated as a motor and not operated as a generator,
the engine 11 remaining switched on during the
course of a given drive cycle to provide positive drive
torque as required.

[0069] When the driveline 5 is operating in the two
wheel drive mode, the VCU 1C is configured to monitor
a signal generated by the ABS module 50 indicative of
the amount of brake torque being demanded of the brak-
ing system at a given moment in time. It is to be under-
stood that brake torque may be demanded of the braking
system in response to driver depression of brake pedal
61 or by an adaptive or active speed control system that
is capable of causing actuation of the braking system.
The vehicle 1 may for example be equipped with an on-
highway active cruise control system and/or off-road
speed control system, either of which may be configured
to command positive powertrain torque and negative
brake torque as required. In some embodiments, one or
more other vehicle systems may be configured to com-
municate with the ABS module 50 and demand that the
braking system be applied to one or more wheels, in ad-
dition or instead.
[0070] If the controller 40 is causing the driveline 5 to
operate in the two wheel drive mode, the VCU 1C is con-
figured repeatedly to determine whether a transition to
the four wheel drive mode should be made. The transition
to the four wheel drive mode may be advantageous in
enabling an increase in the amount of charge that may
be generated by the CIMG 16 when driven as a generator
by the driveline 5 to effect regenerative braking of the
vehicle 1. This may also have the benefit of reducing
wear of friction brakes of the vehicle associated with the
braking system.
[0071] The VCU 1C is configured to determine whether
to cause the driveline 5 to assume the two wheel drive
mode in response to the signal indicative of the amount
of brake torque being demanded of the braking system
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with reference to the following parameters:

(a) the amount of brake torque being demanded;
(b) vehicle speed;
(c) longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle;
(d) driving surface inclination;
(e) surface coefficient of friction between wheels of
the vehicle and the driving surface;
(f) the driving mode in which the vehicle is operating;
(g) the powertrain mode in which the vehicle is op-
erating;
(h) the state of charge (SOC) of the vehicle battery
1B; and
(i) a signal indicative of the probability that the vehicle
is slowing to a halt or relatively low speed at a given
moment in time.

[0072] In the present embodiment, a transition to the
four wheel drive mode in response to a brake torque de-
mand is prohibited if the VCU 1C is causing the vehicle
to operate in the hybrid inhibit powertrain mode, or if the
SOC of the battery 1B exceeds a predetermined amount.
In the present embodiment the predetermined SOC is
100% of the maximum allowable SOC in normal use of
the vehicle 1. Other values may be useful in some em-
bodiments, such as 95%, 90% or any other suitable val-
ue. It is to be understood that the maximum allowable
SOC in normal use may be less than the actual maximum
capacity of the battery 1B in order to increase a service
life of the battery 1B. Similarly, the minimum allowable
SOC in normal use may be greater than the actual ab-
solute minimum SOC that the battery 1B may attain, in
order to increase a service life of the battery 1B.
[0073] Similarly, in some driving modes a transition to
the four wheel drive mode may be prohibited in response
to brake torque demand, for example in order to avoid,
reduce or prevent noise, vibration or harshness (NVH)
associated with the transition to the four wheel drive
mode.
[0074] In the present embodiment, the VCU 1C is con-
figured to command a transition to the four wheel drive
mode if the brake torque demand exceeds a predeter-
mined amount brk_tq_crit and, in addition, vehicle refer-
ence speed v_ref exceeds a predetermined value
v_ref_crit.
[0075] The value of brk_tq_crit is determined by refer-
ence to the value of a parameter long_acc indicative of
vehicle longitudinal acceleration, a parameter
surface_incl indicative of driving surface inclination and
a parameter surface_mu indicative of the coefficient of
friction - between wheels of the vehicle and the driving
surface.
[0076] It is to be understood that the value of brk_tq_crit
is arranged to vary in dependence on the value of
long_acc. In the present embodiment, the value of
brk_tq_crit is such that the value is lower when a vehicle
1 is experiencing higher rates of deceleration compared
with lower rates of deceleration. This is in order to take

advantage of the increased weight shift to front wheels
of a vehicle when higher deceleration rates are experi-
enced.
[0077] The value of surface_incl is higher for steeper
uphill inclination and lower for steeper downhill inclina-
tion. In the present embodiment, the value of brk_tq_crit
is arranged to be lower when a vehicle is travelling uphill,
i.e. for higher values of surface_incl, and when driving
on substantially level terrain, compared with when a ve-
hicle is travelling downhill. The value of brk_tq_crit is ar-
ranged to decrease with increasing positive gradient of
the driving surface, i.e. with increasingly steep uphill gra-
dient, and to increase with increasingly steep downhill
gradient. In some alternative embodiments, the value of
brk_tq_crit may be arranged to be higher when a vehicle
is travelling uphill, i.e. for higher values of surface_incl,
and when driving on substantially level terrain, compared
with when a vehicle is travelling downhill. The value of
brk_tq_crit may be arranged to increase with increasing
positive gradient of the driving surface, i.e. with increas-
ingly steep uphill gradient, and to decrease with increas-
ingly steep downhill gradient. Other arrangements may
be useful in some embodiments.
[0078] The value of parameter surface_mu is arranged
to vary from a value of substantially zero, indicative of a
relatively slippery surface corresponding to wet ice, to a
value of unity indicative of a relatively high grip surface
such as dry asphalt. The value of brk_tq_crit is arranged
to be lower for surfaces having lower values of
surface_mu due to the reduced amount of braking torque
that may be applied to a given axle compared with sur-
faces having higher values of surface_mu before exces-
sive slip of one or more wheels of the axle occurs.
[0079] In the present embodiment the VCU 1 is also
configured to generate a probability signal indicative of
the value of a parameter prob_halt that corresponds to
the probability that the vehicle 1 is going to slow to a halt,
or at least to a relatively slow speed, in light of prevailing
traffic or traffic control signal conditions ahead of the ve-
hicle. The VCU 1 takes the value of prob_halt into account
when determining the value of brk_tq_crit.
[0080] In the present embodiment, if the value of
prob_halt indicates that the vehicle 1 is likely to stop, or
at least slow to a relatively slow speed, the VCU 1 raises
the value of brk_tq_crit relative to the value otherwise
prevailing. In some alternative embodiments, under
these circumstances the VCU 1 may lower the value of
brk_tq_crit relative to the value otherwise prevailing since
the amount of brake torque demanded is likely to in-
crease, rather than decrease, as the vehicle 1 continues
to approach the traffic and/or traffic control signal ahead.
[0081] In order to generate the value of prob_halt the
VCU 1 is configured to monitor, by means of camera
module 85C and the forward radar transmit/receive mod-
ules 87F, an environment ahead of the vehicle 1. The
camera module 85C generates a stream of video frame
data that is processed by image recognition technology
to identify the presence of vehicles and traffic control sig-
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nals ahead of the vehicle 1, whilst the radar modules 87F
detect objects ahead of the vehicle, referred to as ’target
objects’. A radar module control portion of the VCU 1
processes data generated by the radar modules 87F and
generates data indicative of the position and speed of
target objects relative to the vehicle 1 as determined by
the radar modules 87F.
[0082] The VCU 1C uses the data generated by the
radar control portion in combination with the stream of
video frame data to determine whether the vehicle 1 is
approaching stationary or slow moving traffic. In the
present embodiment, the VCU 1C is configured to deter-
mine, based on the video frame data, whether the brake
lights of any vehicles ahead of the vehicle 1 are illumi-
nated, indicating that the traffic may be stationary, slow
moving, or slowing, and to take this into account when
determining the likelihood that the vehicle 1 is going to
slow to a halt or to a relatively slow speed. Thus, in the
present embodiment, the VCU 1 may determine that the
presence of illuminated brake lights ahead of the vehicle
1 indicates an increased likelihood that the vehicle 1 will
slow to a halt or relatively slow speed.
[0083] In addition, the image recognition technology is
employed to identify traffic control signals in the captured
video frames and determine whether any traffic control
signals identified indicate that vehicles approaching the
signals must stop. If the traffic control signals do indicate
that approaching vehicles must stop, the VCU 1 deter-
mines that the likelihood that the vehicle 1 is going to
slow to a halt or relatively slow speed is higher than in
the absence of such an indication.
[0084] In some embodiments, the VCU 1C may employ
map data associated with the navigation functionality of
the VCU 1C to determine the presence of junctions and/or
traffic control signals ahead of the vehicle based on ve-
hicle location information provided by the GPS module
84. The VCU 1C may correlate the map data with the
information in respect of traffic and traffic control signal
status obtained using the camera module 85C and radar
modules 87F as described above in order more reliably
to determine the probability that the vehicle 1 will slow to
a halt or relatively low speed. For example, it is to be
understood that the map data may in some embodiments
be useful in enabling the VCU 1C to determine whether
traffic detected ahead of the vehicle 1 by means of the
camera module 85C or radar modules 87F is in a path
of the vehicle based on road layout data and, optionally,
a predicted route of the vehicle, for example based on
navigation guidance information generated in response
to vehicle destination data. Similarly, the map data may
be useful in determining whether a given traffic control
signal detected by the camera module 85C must be
obeyed by the vehicle 1. This may be particularly useful
at relatively complex junctions where traffic control sig-
nals controlling traffic travelling along different routes are
detected in images generated by the camera module
85C.
[0085] In some embodiments the VCU 1C may, in ad-

dition or instead, receive traffic light sequencing informa-
tion from a database forming part of the VCU 1 or external
to the vehicle, for example via a wireless communications
link such as via radio module 83. The sequencing infor-
mation may be employed by the VCU 1C to determine
the state of a traffic signal ahead of the vehicle 1, for
example whether the signal indicates a vehicle may con-
tinue beyond a control point, being a point controlled by
the traffic signal, or whether the vehicle must stop at the
control point. In some embodiments the VCU 1C may
predict, based on the distance of the vehicle 1 from the
traffic control point and optionally information in respect
of any traffic ahead of the vehicle 1, whether the vehicle
1 is likely to be required to slow to a halt or relatively low
speed.
[0086] It is to be understood that the VCU 1C may also
take into account traffic information received via a wire-
less traffic information data link such as an internet-based
traffic information data link, traffic message channel
(TMC) traffic information or any other suitable traffic in-
formation source. The traffic information may include in-
formation in respect of traffic density and speed at a given
geographical location. The VCU 1C may be configured
to decrease the value of brk_tq_crit for higher values of
traffic density, for example by adjusting the probability
signal to indicate an increased probability that the vehicle
1 will slow to a halt or relatively low speed, as the density
of traffic increases.
[0087] It is to be understood that some embodiments
of the present invention may be used with a range of
different types of driveline, including drivelines in which
a rear axle of a vehicle is arranged to be permanently
driven whilst the front axle is arranged to be driven only
when the four wheel drive mode is assumed, as well as
drivelines in which a front axle is arranged to be perma-
nently driven whilst the rear axle is arranged to be driven
only when the four wheel drive mode is assumed, as in
the case of the driveline 5 of the embodiment of FIG. 1.
[0088] It is to be understood that, in some embodi-
ments, the value of brk_tq_crit may be lower in vehicles
in which the rear wheels only are driven when in the two
wheel drive mode. This is because a forward weight shift
typically takes place when a vehicle experiences braking
whilst moving in a forward direction, resulting in an in-
creased capacity of the front wheels to effect braking and
a decreased capacity of the rear wheels to effect braking.
[0089] FIG. 2 illustrates a portion of a vehicle 100 ac-
cording to a further embodiment of the present invention.
Like features of the embodiment of FIG. 2 to those of the
embodiment of FIG. 1 are shown with like reference signs
incremented by 100.
[0090] The vehicle 100 has a driveline 105 having a
PTU 124 having a PTC (not shown) configured to allow
a prop shaft 123 to be connected to a gearbox 118. At
an opposite end of the prop shaft 123, a rear drive unit
130 is provided having a clutch 127 in the form of a multi-
plate wet clutch. The RDU 130 also has a differential gear
arrangement 131 for driving respective left and right rear
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drive shafts 126. The clutch 127 is configured to connect
the prop shaft 123 to an input portion of the differential
gear arrangement 131. It is to be understood that the
controller 140 is configured to cause the vehicle 100 to
operate in the two wheel drive mode by controlling the
PTU 124 to disconnect the prop shaft 123 from the gear-
box 118, and controlling the clutch 127 of the RDU 130
to disconnect the prop shaft 123 from the differential 131.
The controller 140 is also configured to cause the vehicle
to operate in the four wheel drive mode by controlling the
PTU 124 to connect the prop shaft 123 to the gearbox
118, and controlling the clutch 127 of the RDU 130 to
connect the prop shaft 123 to the differential 131. In the
embodiment of FIG. 2 the PTU 124 has a PTC in the form
of a multi-plate wet clutch. In an alternative embodiment
the PTC is in the form of a dog clutch, the PTU 124 also
having a synchroniser for synchronising the speed of ro-
tation of input and output portions of the PTC when it is
required to close the dog clutch.
[0091] The driveline 105 of the embodiment of FIG. 2
is not configured to allow cross-axle lock to be applied
between rear wheels 114, 115 of the driveline 5. However
in some alternative embodiments means may be provid-
ed for locking the rear drive shafts 126 together such that
relative rotation may be substantially prevented. For ex-
ample in some embodiments the rear drive shafts 126
may be arranged to be locked together by means of a
clutch arrangement.
[0092] FIG. 3(a) illustrates a portion of a vehicle 200
according to a further embodiment of the present inven-
tion. FIG. 3(b) is an enlarged view of a portion of the
driveline 205 of the vehicle 200 shown in (a) and shows
detail in respect of PTU 224. Like features of the embod-
iment of FIG. 3 to those of the embodiment of FIG. 1 are
shown with like reference signs incremented by 200.
[0093] The driveline 205 has a PTU input shaft 223A
(FIG. 3(b)) that is permanently connected to a gearbox
218, a front prop shaft 223F connectable to the PTU input
shaft 223A via a power transfer clutch (PTC) 222 and a
rear prop shaft 223R that is connected to the PTU input
shaft 223A by means of a differential gear arrangement
(or ’differential’) 225. In the embodiment shown the dif-
ferential 225 may be referred to as a ’centre differential’
or ’centre diff and forms part of the PTU 224. The differ-
ential 225 allows the front and rear prop shafts 223F,
223R to rotate at different respective speeds.
[0094] The rear prop shaft 223R is connected to an
RDU 230 that is configured to allow the rear prop shaft
223R to be connected to and disconnected from rear
wheels 214, 215. In the embodiment of FIG. 3 the RDU
230 is similar to RDU 130 of the embodiment of FIG. 2
although other types of RDU may be useful such as RDU
30 of the embodiment of FIG. 1.
[0095] The PTC 222 allows the front prop shaft 223F
to be releasably connected to the PTU input shaft 223A
via a chain drive 224C. The PTC 222 is a multi-plate wet
clutch in the embodiment of FIG. 3 although other types
of clutch may be useful in some embodiments, such as

a dog clutch. The front prop shaft 223F is in turn arranged
to drive a pair of front drive shafts 219 via a front differ-
ential unit 219D. The front differential unit 219D has a
differential gear arrangement that allows the prop shafts
219 to rotate at different respective speeds.
[0096] In some embodiments the PTU 224 may be pro-
vided without the differential 225. FIG. 4 shows a portion
of a driveline 305 having such a PTU. Like features of
the embodiment of FIG. 4 to those of the embodiment of
FIG. 1 are shown with like reference signs incremented
by 300.
[0097] In the arrangement of FIG. 4, a single prop shaft
323 connects gearbox 318 via PTU 324 to an RDU (not
shown). The PTU 324 has a PTC 322 in the form of a
multi-plate wet clutch 322 (FIG. 4(b)) that is configured
to allow the prop shaft 323 to be connected to a front
prop shaft 323F that is arranged in turn to drive a front
differential unit 319D. The PTC 322 is arranged to drive
the front prop shaft 323F via a chain drive 324C.
[0098] Throughout the description and claims of this
specification, the words "comprise" and "contain" and
variations of the words, for example "comprising" and
"comprises", means "including but not limited to", and is
not intended to (and does not) exclude other moieties,
additives, components, integers or steps.
[0099] Throughout the description and claims of this
specification, the singular encompasses the plural unless
the context otherwise requires. In particular, where the
indefinite article is used, the specification is to be under-
stood as contemplating plurality as well as singularity,
unless the context requires otherwise.

Claims

1. A control system for a vehicle configured to receive
a brake signal indicative of a brake force demand of
a braking system (50) of the vehicle and in depend-
ence thereon to cause a driveline (5) of the vehicle
to switch from operation in a second configuration,
wherein a first group of one or more wheels (12, 13)
and not a second group of one or more wheels (14,
15) are connected to the driveline, to operation in a
first configuration, wherein the first group of one or
more wheels (12, 13) in addition the second group
of one or more wheels (14, 15) are connected to the
driveline, wherein the control system is configured
to control an electric machine (16) coupled to the
driveline to provide at least some of the brake force
demand by applying a brake force to the first group
of one or more wheels and the second group of one
or more wheels if the first group of one or more
wheels and second group of one or more wheels are
connected to the driveline and the driveline is oper-
ating in the first configuration.

2. A control system according to claim 1 wherein the
brake signal is indicative of at least one selected from
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amongst an amount of pressure applied to a brake
control (61) by a driver, and a position of a driver
actuated brake control (61).

3. A control system according to claim 2 configured to
cause the driveline to operate in the first configura-
tion if the brake signal is indicative that the amount
of pressure applied to the brake control exceeds a
predetermined pressure amount or the position of
the brake control indicates the amount of travel of
the brake control with respect to an allowable range
of travel exceeds a predetermined travel amount.

4. A control system according to any preceding claim
wherein the brake control signal is indicative at least
in part of an amount of brake force demanded of a
braking system.

5. A control system according to claim 4 configured to
cause the driveline to operate in the first configura-
tion if the brake signal indicates the amount of de-
manded brake force exceeds a predetermined
amount of demanded brake force.

6. A control system according to claim 5 wherein the
predetermined amount of demanded brake force is
determined at least in part in dependence on one or
both of an amount of longitudinal acceleration expe-
rienced by the vehicle and an inclination of a driving
surface.

7. A control system according to claim 6 wherein the
predetermined amount of demanded brake force is
arranged to increase as a function of increasing
downhill gradient and/or decrease as a function of
increasing uphill gradient, or the predetermined
amount of demanded brake force is arranged to de-
crease as a function of increasing downhill gradient
and/or increase as a function of increasing uphill gra-
dient.

8. A control system according to any one of claims 5
to 7 wherein the predetermined amount of demand-
ed brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on a parameter indicative of a coefficient
of surface friction between one or more wheels and
a driving surface.

9. A control system according to claim 8 wherein the
predetermined amount of demanded brake force is
arranged to be increase as a function of increasing
value of coefficient of surface friction.

10. A control system according to any one of claims 5
to 7 wherein the predetermined amount of demand-
ed brake force is determined at least in part in de-
pendence on a signal indicative of a selected driving
mode in which the vehicle is operating, the driving

mode being selected from a plurality of driving
modes.

11. A control system according to any preceding claim
wherein the control system is configured to reduce
the proportion of brake force provided by friction
brakes of the vehicle to provide the brake force de-
mand when the driveline transitions from the second
configuration to the first configuration.

12. A control system according to claim 5 or any claim
depending therethrough wherein the predetermined
amount of demanded brake force is determined at
least in part in dependence on a parameter indicative
of a state of charge of an electrical energy storage
device (1B), the storage device being arranged to
be recharged by a recharging system, the recharging
system comprising the electric machine, wherein the
recharging system is arranged to be connected to
the driveline to provide a regenerative braking func-
tion.

13. A motor vehicle comprising a driveline and a system
according to claims 1 to 12.

14. A method of controlling a driveline of a motor vehicle
to operate in a selected one of a plurality of config-
urations implemented by means of a control system,
the method comprising:

receiving a brake signal indicative of a brake
force demand of a braking system; and
causing the driveline to operate in a first config-
uration and not a second configuration in de-
pendence at least in part on the brake signal,
wherein in the first configuration a first group of
one or more wheels and in addition a second
group of one or more wheels are arranged to be
connected to the driveline and in the second
configuration the first group of one or more
wheels and not the second group are arranged
to be connected to the driveline,
wherein the control system is configured to con-
trol an electric machine (16) coupled to the drive-
line to provide at least some of the brake force
demand by applying a brake force to the first
group of one or more wheels and the second
group of one or more wheels if the first group of
one or more wheels and second group of one
or more wheels are connected to the driveline
and the driveline is operating in the first config-
uration.

15. A computer program product executable on a proc-
essor so as to implement the method of claim 14.
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Patentansprüche

1. Steuersystem für ein Fahrzeug, das konfiguriert ist,
ein Bremssignal zu empfangen, das eine Brems-
kraftanforderung eines Bremssystems (50) des
Fahrzeugs anzeigt, und um in Abhängigkeit davon
einen Antriebsstrang (5) des Fahrzeugs zu veran-
lassen, vom Betrieb in einer zweiten Konfiguration,
wobei eine erste Gruppe von einem oder mehreren
Rädern (12, 13) und nicht eine zweite Gruppe von
einem oder mehreren Rädern (14, 15) mit dem An-
triebsstrang verbunden sind, zum Betrieb in einer
ersten Konfiguration umzuschalten, wobei die erste
Gruppe von einem oder mehreren Rädern (12, 13)
zusätzlich zu der zweiten Gruppe von einem oder
mehreren Rädern (14, 15) mit dem Antriebsstrang
verbunden ist, wobei das Steuersystem konfiguriert
ist, eine mit dem Antriebsstrang gekoppelte elektri-
sche Maschine (16) zu steuern, um zumindest einen
Teil der Bremskraftanforderung bereitzustellen, in-
dem eine Bremskraft auf die erste Gruppe von einem
oder mehreren Rädern und die zweite Gruppe von
einem oder mehreren Rädern ausgeübt wird, wenn
die erste Gruppe von einem oder mehreren Rädern
und die zweite Gruppe von einem oder mehreren
Rädern mit dem Antriebsstrang verbunden sind und
der Antriebsstrang in der ersten Konfiguration be-
trieben wird.

2. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Brems-
signal mindestens eines anzeigt, das aus einem Be-
trag des von einem Fahrer auf eine Bremssteuerung
(61) aufgebrachten Drucks und einer Position einer
vom Fahrer betätigten Bremssteuerung (61) ausge-
wählt ist.

3. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 2, das konfiguriert ist,
den Antriebsstrang zu veranlassen, in der ersten
Konfiguration betrieben zu werden, wenn das
Bremssignal anzeigt, dass der Druckbetrag, der auf
die Bremssteuerung ausgeübt wird, einen vorbe-
stimmten Druckbetrag überschreitet, oder wenn die
Position der Bremssteuerung den Hubbetrag der
Bremssteuerung hinsichtlich eines zulässigen Hub-
bereichs anzeigt, der einen vorbestimmten Hubbe-
trag überschreitet.

4. Steuersystem nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das Bremssteuersignal zumindest
teilweise einen Betrag der Bremskraft anzeigt, der
von einem Bremssystem gefordert wird.

5. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 4, das konfiguriert ist,
den Antriebsstrang zu veranlassen, in der ersten
Konfiguration betrieben zu werden, wenn das
Bremssignal anzeigt, dass der Betrag der geforder-
ten Bremskraft einen vorbestimmten Betrag der ge-
forderten Bremskraft überschreitet.

6. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 5, wobei der vorbe-
stimmte Betrag der angeforderten Bremskraft zu-
mindest teilweise in Abhängigkeit von einem Betrag
der Längsbeschleunigung, die das Fahrzeug erfährt,
und/oder von einer Neigung einer Fahroberfläche
bestimmt wird.

7. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 6, wobei der vorbe-
stimmte Betrag der geforderten Bremskraft angeord-
net ist, um in Abhängigkeit von einem zunehmenden
Neigungsgrad zuzunehmen und/oder in Abhängig-
keit von einem zunehmenden Steigungsgrad abzu-
nehmen, oder wobei der vorbestimmte Betrag der
geforderten Bremskraft angeordnet ist, um in Abhän-
gigkeit von einem zunehmenden Neigungsgrad ab-
zunehmen und/oder in Abhängigkeit von einem zu-
nehmenden Steigungsgrad zuzunehmen.

8. Steuersystem nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7,
wobei der vorbestimmte Betrag der geforderten
Bremskraft zumindest teilweise in Abhängigkeit von
einem Parameter bestimmt wird, der einen Oberflä-
chenreibungskoeffizienten zwischen einem oder
mehreren Rädern und einer Fahroberfläche anzeigt.

9. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 8, wobei der vorbe-
stimmte Betrag der geforderten Bremskraft so an-
geordnet ist, dass er als Funktion des zunehmenden
Wertes des Oberflächenreibungskoeffizienten an-
steigt.

10. Steuersystem nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7,
wobei der vorbestimmte Betrag der geforderten
Bremskraft zumindest teilweise in Abhängigkeit von
einem Signal bestimmt wird, das einen ausgewähl-
ten Fahrmodus anzeigt, in dem das Fahrzeug be-
trieben wird, wobei der Fahrmodus aus einer Viel-
zahl von Fahrmodi ausgewählt wird.

11. Steuersystem nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das Steuersystem konfiguriert ist,
den Anteil der Bremskraft zu reduzieren, der durch
Reibungsbremsen des Fahrzeugs bereitgestellt
wird, um die Bremskraftanforderung bereitzustellen,
wenn der Antriebsstrang von der zweiten Konfigu-
ration in die erste Konfiguration wechselt.

12. Steuersystem nach Anspruch 5 oder einem dadurch
bedingten Anspruch, wobei der vorbestimmte Be-
trag der geforderten Bremskraft zumindest teilweise
in Abhängigkeit von einem Parameter bestimmt
wird, der einen Ladezustand einer elektrischen En-
ergiespeichervorrichtung (1B) anzeigt, wobei die
Speichervorrichtung angeordnet ist, um von einem
Aufladesystem aufgeladen zu werden, wobei das
Aufladesystem die elektrische Maschine umfasst,
wobei das Aufladesystem angeordnet ist, um mit
dem Antriebsstrang verbunden zu werden, um eine
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regenerative Bremsfunktion bereitzustellen.

13. Kraftfahrzeug, umfassend einen Antriebsstrang und
ein System nach Anspruch 1 bis 12.

14. Verfahren zum Steuern eines Antriebsstrangs eines
Kraftfahrzeugs, um in einer ausgewählten Konfigu-
ration aus einer Vielzahl von Konfigurationen betrie-
ben zu werden, die mittels eines Steuersystems im-
plementiert werden, das Verfahren umfassend:

Empfangen eines Bremssignals, das eine
Bremskraftanforderung eines Bremssystems
anzeigt; und
Veranlassen des Antriebsstrangs, in einer ers-
ten Konfiguration und nicht in einer zweiten Kon-
figuration in Abhängigkeit zumindest teilweise
von dem Bremssignal betrieben zu werden, wo-
bei in der ersten Konfiguration eine erste Gruppe
von einem oder mehreren Rädern und zusätz-
lich eine zweite Gruppe von einem oder mehre-
ren Rädern angeordnet sind, um mit dem An-
triebsstrang verbunden zu werden, und in der
zweiten Konfiguration die erste Gruppe von ei-
nem oder mehreren Rädern und nicht die zweite
Gruppe angeordnet ist, um mit dem Antriebs-
strang verbunden zu werden, wobei das Steu-
ersystem konfiguriert ist, um eine mit dem An-
triebsstrang gekoppelte elektrische Maschine
(16) zu steuern, um zumindest einen Teil der
Bremskraftanforderung bereitzustellen, indem
eine Bremskraft auf die erste Gruppe von einem
oder mehreren Rädern und die zweite Gruppe
von einem oder mehreren Rädern ausgeübt
wird, wenn die erste Gruppe von einem oder
mehreren Rädern und die zweite Gruppe von
einem oder mehreren Rädern mit dem Antriebs-
strang verbunden sind und der Antriebsstrang
in der ersten Konfiguration betrieben wird.

15. Computerprogrammprodukt, das auf einem Prozes-
sor ausführbar ist, um das Verfahren nach Anspruch
14 zu implementieren.

Revendications

1. Système de commande pour un véhicule configuré
destiné à recevoir un signal de freinage indiquant
une demande de force de freinage d’un système de
freinage (50) du véhicule et en fonction de celui-ci
pour faire fonctionner une transmission (5) du véhi-
cule dans une seconde configuration, dans lequel
un premier groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues (12, 13)
et non un second groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues
(14, 15) est relié à la transmission, pour fonctionner
dans une première configuration, dans lequel le pre-
mier groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues (12, 13) en

plus du second groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues (14,
15) sont reliés à la transmission, le système de com-
mande étant configuré pour commander une machi-
ne électrique (16) couplée à la transmission pour
fournir au moins une partie de la demande de force
de freinage en appliquant une force de freinage au
premier groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues et au se-
cond groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues si le premier
groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues et le second groupe
d’une ou plusieurs roues sont reliés à la transmission
et si la transmission fonctionne dans la première con-
figuration.

2. Système de commande selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le signal de freinage indique au moins
un signal choisi parmi une quantité de pression ap-
pliquée à une commande de frein (61) par un con-
ducteur, et une position d’une commande de frein
actionnée par le conducteur (61).

3. Système de commande selon la revendication 2,
configuré pour faire fonctionner la transmission dans
la première configuration si le signal de freinage in-
dique que la quantité de pression appliquée à la com-
mande de frein dépasse une quantité de pression
prédéterminée ou si la position de la commande de
frein indique que la quantité de course de la com-
mande de frein par rapport à une plage de course
autorisée dépasse une quantité de course prédéter-
minée.

4. Système de commande selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le signal de
commande de freinage indique au moins en partie
une quantité de force de freinage exigée d’un sys-
tème de freinage.

5. Système de commande selon la revendication 4,
conçu pour faire fonctionner la transmission dans la
première configuration si le signal de freinage indi-
que que la quantité de force de freinage exigée dé-
passe une quantité prédéterminée de force de frei-
nage exigée.

6. Système de commande selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de force de
freinage exigée est déterminée au moins en partie
en fonction de l’une ou des deux d’une quantité d’ac-
célération longitudinale subie par le véhicule et d’une
inclinaison d’une surface de conduite.

7. Système de commande selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de force de
freinage exigée est conçue pour augmenter en fonc-
tion de l’augmentation de la pente descendante et/ou
diminuer en fonction de l’augmentation de la pente
ascendante, ou la quantité prédéterminée de force
de freinage exigée est conçue pour diminuer en fonc-
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tion de l’augmentation de la pente descendante et/ou
augmenter en fonction de l’augmentation de la pente
ascendante.

8. Système de commande selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 5 à 7, dans lequel la quantité prédé-
terminée de force de freinage exigée est déterminée
au moins en partie en fonction d’un paramètre indi-
quant un coefficient de frottement de surface entre
une ou plusieurs roues et une surface d’entraîne-
ment.

9. Système de commande selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de force de
freinage exigée est conçue pour être augmentée en
fonction de la valeur croissante du coefficient de frot-
tement de surface.

10. Système de commande selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 5 à 7, dans lequel la quantité prédé-
terminée de force de freinage exigée est déterminée
au moins en partie en fonction d’un signal indiquant
un mode de conduite choisi dans lequel le véhicule
fonctionne, le mode de conduite étant choisi parmi
une pluralité de modes de conduite.

11. Système de commande selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le système
de commande est configuré pour réduire la propor-
tion de force de freinage fournie par les freins à frot-
tement du véhicule pour fournir l’exigence de force
de freinage lorsque la transmission passe de la se-
conde configuration à la première configuration.

12. Système de commande selon la revendication 5 ou
l’une quelconque des revendications dépendant de
celle-ci, dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de
force de freinage exigée est déterminée au moins
en partie en fonction d’un paramètre indiquant un
état de charge d’un dispositif de stockage d’énergie
électrique (1B), le dispositif de stockage étant agen-
cé pour être rechargé par un système de recharge,
le système de recharge comprenant la machine élec-
trique, le système de recharge étant agencé pour
être relié à la transmission afin de fournir une fonction
de freinage régénératif.

13. Véhicule automobile comprenant une transmission
et un système selon les revendications 1 à 12.

14. Procédé de commande d’une transmission d’un vé-
hicule automobile pour fonctionner dans une confi-
guration choisie parmi une pluralité de configura-
tions mises en œuvre au moyen d’un système de
commande, le procédé comprenant :

la réception d’un signal de freinage indiquant
une exigence de force de freinage d’un système

de freinage ; et
le fonctionnement de la transmission dans une
première configuration et non une seconde con-
figuration en fonction au moins en partie du si-
gnal de freinage, dans lequel dans la première
configuration un premier groupe d’une ou plu-
sieurs roues et en plus un second groupe d’une
ou plusieurs roues sont agencés pour être reliés
à la transmission et dans la seconde configura-
tion, le premier groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues
et non le second groupe est agencé pour être
relié à la transmission,
le système de commande étant configuré pour
commander une machine électrique (16) cou-
plée à la transmission pour fournir au moins une
partie de la demande de force de freinage en
appliquant une force de freinage au premier
groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues et au second
groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues si le premier
groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues et le second
groupe d’une ou plusieurs roues plus de roues
sont reliés à la transmission et si la transmission
fonctionne dans la première configuration.

15. Produit-programme informatique exécutable sur un
processeur afin de mettre en œuvre le procédé selon
la revendication 14.
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